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INTRODUCTION

The following is a sample story from Lighthouse – An Anthology.
Lighthouse is a unique multi-genre collection of short stories
that celebrate lighthouses.
From sci-fi and fantasy to romance and crime – and every‐
thing in between – Lighthouse features exciting voices from
emerging and established Australian writers.
We hope you enjoy reading this free sample.
To find out more or to purchase Lighthouse go to https://
lorikeetink.com/lighthouse

BROKEN THINGS
KYLIE FENNELL

Things break. Glass. Hearts. Bones. Some things break beyond repair.
And some things are beyond repair from the moment they enter this
world.

S

he lies bloodied and broken on the icy ground. The
shapeshifter’s booming roar, as she plummeted
from the top of the lighthouse, still echoes in her mind. She
is beyond saving, yet she clings to the hope that this isn’t how
the story ends.

12 hours earlier
‘Y’"## $%& '($&)$ $%"*+ I &,&- ./. )&&,’ B"-0"-"
drawls, her breath forming a cloud in the air. ‘Ain’t they the
cutest, Frank?’ Barbara gesticulates at me and Teddy and
looks to her husband.
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Barbara is a housewife from South Carolina with a
serious addiction to bedazzled parachute-material tracksuits,
so I’m not surprised by her interest in us.
Teddy and I are, after all, wearing matching parkas
designed to look like ugly Christmas sweaters covered in
snowflakes and reindeers. They’d been Teddy’s idea and
while Christmas is months away, the parkas are completely
on theme with our trip.
We’re on the last leg of our cruise through the Norwe‐
gian Fjords, an endless landscape of glistening glaciers,
mirror-like water and ice formations; all brought to life in
never-ending sunsets and stretched-out dawns. Today we’re
visiting Skuld Island, one of the world’s northernmost
islands.
I’m tingling with nervous anticipation as we bob up and
down in the inflatable Zodiac waiting for our tour guide,
Astrid, to round up the slow-moving herd still at the lunch
buffet.
‘Frank,’ Barbara repeats through chattering teeth.
Barbara and Frank are rugged up in multiple layers of
thermal gear and are still shivering. Thankfully, Teddy and I
don’t have their ‘Southern’ blood.
After no response from Frank, Barbara lifts up her
husband’s earmuff and yells, ‘Turn on your hearin’ aid!’
Frank jumps a mile sending the whole Zodiac wobbling.
‘For land’s sake, woman, there’s no need to be yellin’.’
‘Doesn’t want to waste the battery,’ she says to us. ‘He’s
so cheap, you know, he wouldn’t give a nickel to see Jesus
ridin’ a bicycle.’
Barbara laughs at her own joke as Frank mutters some‐
thing indiscernible under his breath.
‘How’d you lovebirds meet anyhoo?’ Barbara coos.
‘You don’t want to hear about us.’ I glance at my watch
willing Astrid to hurry up.
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‘Please, honey.’
‘No, no, no.’ I wave my hand in protest.
‘Girlie,’ Frank addresses me, ‘tell her your story or we’ll
never hear the end of it.’
I’m no storyteller. I like to keep things to myself. With no
family to speak of, I’m more or less a loner. At least I was
before I met Teddy.
‘Teddy Bear, why don’t you tell the story?’
‘Sure, Kitty Kat.’ His broad face breaks into a smile.
Teddy’s the only person who calls me Kitty Kat. My
name is Katherine. You might think my friends would call
me Kit or Kat...if I had friends. You may also question why
someone like Teddy would be interested in me. He has movie
star looks – a strong jaw and dazzling white smile – while I’m
what you’d call plain, or even peculiar looking with my closeset eyes and pointy nose.
‘It was a chance meeting at the San Diego Zoo,’ Teddy
begins.
It was not so much ‘chance’ as it was inevitable that we
met. I was at the zoo almost every weekend.
I’d only moved to LA a few months earlier and on week‐
ends I’d go to touristy places. The San Diego Zoo was my
favourite, in particular its Arctic fox enclosure.
I liked how Arctic foxes are solitary animals that adapt
and blend in with their environment, changing their coat
colour with the seasons. They can survive the harshest condi‐
tions. When I was near the foxes at the zoo, I felt like I could
let my guard down. Something I couldn’t do anywhere else.
I work for an environmental group called the Global
Protection League. Our organisation is made up of former
law enforcement and security professionals. We gather intelli‐
gence on environmental crimes, bringing poachers, animal
traffickers, and corrupt businesses and governments to
justice.
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We have a special ops team who go on covert missions
but I’m just an analyst. I’m currently supporting an investiga‐
tion into illegal mining activities in the Arctic.
While I don’t work in the field, I need to be cautious. I
haven’t told Teddy what I do. My business card says I’m a
personal assistant at a nondescript accounting firm.
I sometimes wonder whether I should be open with
Teddy and even try to recruit him. He’s a vet who has done
two tours in Afghanistan. He doesn’t talk about it much.
But I can see in the way he immediately looks for the exits
whenever we go into a building, and how his body tenses
when we pass a dark alley, that he has seen more than
most.
Teddy squeezes my hand, drawing my attention back to
his story.
‘I was visiting the zoo as part of a program that encour‐
ages vets to spend time with animals. I told you that I
served?’
Barbara nods knowingly, having already extracted this
information from Teddy during an earlier conversation.
‘Well there was this opportunity to get up close with some
Arctic foxes at the zoo and it just so happened that Kitty Kat
was booked on the same session.’
‘Love at first sight then?’ Barbara claps her mittened
hands together.
‘I don’t think she would have even noticed me if it wasn’t
for what happened…’
‘What happened?’ Barbara leans forward eagerly.
‘We were feeding the foxes and in the excitement of it all,
Kitty Kat went to pat one of them.’
‘Well that’s plain stupid,’ Frank says. ‘You cain’t go
around touchin’ a wild animal when it’s eatin’.’
‘Leave the girl alone,’ Barbara admonishes.
‘Frank’s right. You can’t trust a fox,’ Teddy says. ‘The
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animal’s fur was all raised and it was growling. It could have
got really nasty.’
‘But you saved her?’ Barbara chimes.
Teddy rubs the back of his neck. ‘The zookeeper wasn’t
too far away but I was the closest, so I pulled her out of
danger.’
‘So romantic,’ Barbara gushes.
Frank makes a ‘Pfft’ sound. ‘Not like it was a bear or a
gator. There was this one time I—’
Barbara glares at her husband. ‘So now you’re all Mr
Talkety Talk.’
Frank and Barbara launch into an all-out argument, only
stopping when Astrid turns up, minus the rest of the group
who she says opted to stay on board the cruise ship. They’d
complained it was ‘cold as all get out’.
Astrid starts the Zodiac’s motor and guides the boat
around the cruise ship’s stern so we’re facing Skuld Island,
then speeds up.
Icy sea spray wets my face as we thump along in the
water, but I don’t care. I’m drinking in the wildness of the
island from its snowy mountains to the imposing cliffs that
explode with the sound of thousands of seabirds.
Astrid slows the engine as we approach the cliffs. The
noise from the birds is deafening.
‘Welcome to Skuld Island,’ Astrid says in her melodic
Norwegian accent. ‘The island is a nature reserve and home
for part of the year to thousands of migratory birds.
‘Besides the birds, seals and walruses also visit but the
only animals that live permanently on the island are Arctic
foxes.’
‘You better watch out, honey,’ Barbara warns me.
‘You probably won’t see any,’ Astrid says. ‘They’re, how
do you say…skittish of humans. I should say though, we do
get the occasional polar bear. They arrive with the
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expanding pack ice in the winter. Some will stay behind as
the ice retreats, staying through summer to hunt the foxes.’
Astrid steers the boat into a cathedral-like cavern in the
cliffside and the bird sounds start to fade away.
‘There are no human inhabitants other than those who
sometimes come for research, but it wasn’t always that
way…’
We emerge from the cavern to be greeted by a scene
straight out of a fairytale. From here we can see the whole
western side of the island. On top of a cliff in the distance is
what looks like a crumbling palace with a lighthouse attached
at one end. It’s an impressive structure but what makes it so
striking is that everything is covered in ice. From afar, the
icicle clusters look like glittering tassels wrapped around a
snow-covered Christmas tree.
‘Ahead you will see the remains of a palace dating back
hundreds of years.’
Astrid slows the Zodiac to a crawling pace.
‘As the story goes, many, many years ago there was a king
who fell in love with a woman he found stranded on the side
of the road.
‘The woman was said to be the most beautiful of crea‐
tures and the King fell immediately in love. The King and
the woman married and they had a daughter. She was the
most enchanting child with a shock of snow-white hair and
twinkling amber eyes. The King was enraptured with his
beautiful wife and daughter.
‘Then one day local villagers reported food and valuables
being stolen. Some saw a snow fox running from their homes
at night with stolen items in its jaws.
‘The King was sure the culprit was just a regular thief
but then stock started going missing. At first a few chickens,
then lambs. Even a full-grown sheep. And there were more
reports of a snow fox being seen at night.
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‘So the King decided to set a trap. He got the villagers to
dig a deep pit and line it with sharpened stakes. They
covered the top with branches and leaves, and set a lamb as
bait.
‘The next day the King led the villagers out to see if they
had caught the thief. At the bottom of the pit they found a
gruesome scene. Impaled on the stakes was the Queen.
Incredibly, she was still alive. The King ordered his guards to
climb down and save her, but they were too late. By the time
they reached her she was taking her last breath. Then before
their eyes the Queen transformed into a snow fox. She was a
fox spirit.’
‘Ridiculous!’ Frank declares. ‘Why would a Queen need
to steal anythin’?’
‘She didn’t need to but the Queen couldn’t deny her true
nature. A fox will always be a fox.’
This isn’t the first time I’ve heard this story or a version
of it but I’m always intrigued by how each storyteller chooses
to end the tale.
‘The King was devastated by his wife’s death, seeking
solace in the fact he still had his daughter. Over the years she
grew into the loveliest of girls. He was determined to keep
the truth from her, telling the girl her mother died from a
fever. He prayed every day that she didn’t share her mother’s
curse.
‘Then on the Princess’s thirteenth birthday the King
found her in her fox form, with what was left of the girl’s pet
nightingale hanging from her blood-soaked mouth. Startled,
she transformed back into her human form. The heart‐
broken King had to explain to her that she wasn’t normal –
that she was broken somehow. Then he faced the impossible
decision of what to do with his daughter.
‘He couldn’t risk anyone discovering his daughter’s true
nature. As much as he was terrified of what she may be
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capable of, he had to protect her. So he ordered a sorcerer to
take his daughter somewhere safe and to find a way to rid
her of the curse. They came here to the King’s hunting
palace at the farthest reaches of his kingdom.’
‘Did the sorcerer discover a cure?’ Barbara asks.
‘He tried, but the curse was too strong. The sorcerer did,
however, grow to recognise when the girl would turn, and
before she did, he would lock her up so she couldn’t hurt
herself or anyone else.’
‘Did her father ever visit?’ Barbara asks.
‘She never saw her father again, but the Princess had a
happy life. She had an affinity with the creatures on the
island and over time she and the sorcerer fell in love. They
lived on Skuld Island for the remainder of their lives.’
‘Happily ever after,’ Barbara says dreamily.
‘Do you think so?’ I ask. ‘I don’t think it’s possible to fall
in love with someone who held you prisoner.’
‘He protected her,’ Barbara argues. ‘He basically saved
her life. I think it’s romantic.’
Yes, but you also married a buffoon, I barely resist saying.
‘In any case,’ Astrid says, ‘many believe the Princess’s
spirit is still here protecting the island.’
Astrid revs the engine and we plane towards the rocky
shore where we stop and disembark. We negotiate a slippery
set of stairs carved into the cliffside, ascending directly in
front of the palace ruins and the lighthouse.
‘The lighthouse and the keeper’s cottage nearby were
added much later,’ Astrid explains. ‘Built in the 1600s when
the island was used as a whaling base. Later in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, it was mined for coal and
walrus hunters also stayed on the island. By the mid-1900s
the mining company had left and walrus hunting was
banned, so the people left.’
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‘They’ll be back. Still good minin’ to be had up here,’
Frank says offering his “expert” opinion.
Astrid takes a deep breath. ‘Less sea ice is appearing each
winter, opening up the northern sea, so there is pressure from
some nations to mine Skuld Island again. There is already
some oil and gas drilling underway in the Barents Sea.’
‘I’d heard some such miners turned up dead on the
island a few months ago,’ Frank says.
Astrid’s brow furrows. ‘The Norwegian authorities are
investigating the matter.’
‘Hmph. It would’ve been some environmental dogooders.’
‘Can we go inside the lighthouse?’ Barbara asks.
Astrid’s reply freezes on her lips as lightning zig-zags
through the grey-black sky that was blue just moments ago.
The flash is followed by deep rumbling thunder.
Astrid looks around in confusion. ‘The forecast said it
would be—’
‘Looks like your forecast was wrong,’ Frank interrupts
pointing back out to the churning, inky sea. Towering waves
crash onto the same stairs we’d climbed just minutes earlier.
A howling wind manifests from nowhere stirring up columns
of swirling snow, followed by sleet that lashes us with icy
needles.
We run for cover to the old keeper’s cottage that is tucked
behind the lighthouse and are relieved to find it unlocked.
We watch the storm as multiple streaks of lightning
threaten to crack the sky apart.
‘It’s as if the Princess herself has summoned the storm to
trap us here,’ Teddy Bear says as he pulls me closer to him.
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unexpected ferocity, forcing us to hunker down in the
cottage.
Astrid manages to rustle up some old kerosene lights,
bedding and cans of beans left behind by a research team.
After a painful dinner featuring Frank’s pontifications, we
retreat to separate rooms to try and get some sleep.
Teddy’s whispering voice wakes me during the night.
‘Kitty Kat. You’ve got to see this.’
He takes me by the hand and leads me outside into the
crisp night air. The storm is gone, and in its place, the sky is
alive with the northern lights. Curtains of holographic light
fill the sky. Splashes of fuschia, violet, lime green, neon blue
and yellow swirl and dance against a starry backdrop.
‘It’s beautiful,’ I gasp. I’m immediately transported back
to a time long ago.
‘I know you really wanted to explore the island today.
Hopefully this makes up for it.’
I nod my head still in awe and Teddy beams back at me.
‘Let’s get a closer look.’ He leads me by the hand to the
lighthouse.
Teddy tests the latch on the door but it doesn’t yield. His
face falls in disappointment then he looks around surrepti‐
tiously and with one swift shoulder barge he forces the icecovered door open.
‘Teddy!’
‘Once in a lifetime chance,’ he says, and I laugh at the
daring of this unfamiliar Teddy.
I follow him up the spiral staircase, the light from his
phone our only guide as we ascend the stairs. The staircase
ends, and a narrow wooden ladder extends into the darkness
above our heads, beckoning us to climb into the lantern room.
The beauty of the lantern room with its heritage fixtures
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and decommissioned light is lost on me as I take in a 360degree view of the aurora and its kaleidoscope of colours,
cascading and morphing into each other.
I dart around the room with the giddiness of a child,
taking in the lights from every angle. If it was warmer, I’d
venture outside to the railed catwalk or “widow’s walk” that
rings the outside of the lantern room.
I laugh as I notice that Teddy is staring more intently at
me than the lights. I stop to take in an unobstructed view of
Skuld Island’s snowy landscape and mountains. A story
comes to mind.
‘In some cultures,’ I begin, ‘they believe the northern
lights are created by a fire fox. The fox runs so fast through
the snowy hills that its tail creates a trail of sparkling light
through the sky.’
I expect Teddy to respond but he’s eerily silent. Then in
the window I catch a reflection. My heart pounds. I don’t see
Teddy. I see what looks like a giant polar bear wearing the
remnants of an ugly Christmas sweater parka. The polar
bear is coming towards me with raised paws.
I spin around looking for an escape but the bear is
between me and the ladder. I run to a door that leads to the
widow’s walk. I pull down hard on the handle but the door is
frozen shut. I yank on the handle even harder and the door
flies open. I rush into the night air and slam the door
behind me.
The bear roars in protest, barreling towards me. It
smashes its paws through the glass, trying to grab me. I step
out of its reach, but in a flash of white fur it’s through the
door. It stands in front of me, blocking my exit.
I don’t stand a chance. The bear is nearly twice my
height and is lunging at me. Before I can stop to think, I’m
over the rails and leaping into the air. Adrenaline pumps
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through me and I scream on the descent to the ground far
below.
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stands over me taking in my bloodied appearance and limbs
splayed at strange angles on the ground.
‘I heard screamin’. You okay?’
A stupid question from a stupid man.
‘Help me up,’ I demand.
Frank takes in my broken form and shakes his head. ‘You
ain’t right. I’m getting Astrid.’ Frank makes to leave.
I don’t have much time but I know what I have to do.
There’s excruciating pain and a crunching sound of
bones but it will be over in no time.
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and wrists dripping with blood.
All these years of hard work had come to this.
All that time tracking her. Finding a way to infiltrate her
life. Posing as the perfect, wholesome boyfriend. He’d even
bought the stupid matching parkas and gone along with
those ridiculous pet names. All while trying to find the right
moment to kill her.
Skuld Island was an inspired choice. Poetic. He’d even
managed to convince her it was her idea to come here.
But is it possible he’d failed? Had she survived the fall?
No. She couldn’t have. Failure wasn’t an option.
The sorcerer had been wrong. He’d been wrong about
many things, including her. She should never have been
trusted. She had killed the sorcerer leaving his shapeshifting
bears to navigate an unfamiliar and unforgiving world. Some
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became mercenaries. Others like Teddy became bounty
hunters. But for Teddy there was only one bounty that
mattered. A bounty where the currency was revenge not
dollars.
Teddy reaches the bottom of the staircase and sprints to
the spot where she fell.
He finds a body there. Not hers. Frank’s. There’s no sign
of her except for a pile of abandoned clothes.
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would matter to me…if I were human.
As I watch Teddy from the safety of the snowy hilltop, I
feel a pang of regret. I knew from the beginning who he was.
There was no chance meeting at the zoo. The trip to
Skuld Island was obviously his idea. But I went along with it
all, initially out of amusement, then I began to think he actu‐
ally understood me, and that everything I’d ever done had
been to protect others, to protect myself. I had to kill Frank
so I could escape. It just so happened I felt good taking the
imbecile’s life. Otherwise I only killed people who deserved
to die, like those illegal miners who’d washed up on the
island after I helped them meet their end. They were only
some of the many I’d disposed of during my unsanctioned
field trips.
Teddy and I share the same enemies. Those who seek to
destroy our kin and our habitats. Together we could stop
them. Together we’d be unbeatable. Together two broken
things would form a whole.
With a swish of my bushy white tail I slip, ghost-like, into
the Arctic hills of my homeland, my kingdom. I may have
been wrong about Teddy, but there is still time.
This isn’t the end of our story.

If you liked this story, you’re going to love the book. Go to
www.lorikeetink.com/lighthouse to secure your
copy.
Lighthouse – An Anthology

The temporary caretaker of a lighthouse finds the perfect
hideaway for safeguarding her secret, never expecting to
encounter a murder and an unlikely partner in crime.
While visiting a deep space navigational beacon to conduct
routine maintenance, two space adventurers encounter a selfaware AI computer that has her own plans.
Queensland, 1887. A lighthouse keeper’s daughter is missing,
presumed dead. Is she another victim of the Spectre or
something even more terrifying?
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A voice from one woman’s past echoes a secret up the light‐
house stairs. The only person who can give her the answers,
is the last person she ever wants to see again.
The estranged daughter of a lightkeeper returns home to
South Solitary Island as WWII looms and finds her world
upended by her father’s dying request: marry his successor.
Lighthouses: beautiful, mysterious, dangerous, remote – the
perfect setting for this genre fiction anthology – a collection
of fantasy, sci-fi, romance, crime, historical fiction, dystopian
and paranormal short stories from established and emerging
Australian authors.
Don’t miss out on Lighthouse – An Anthology. Find out more
and purchase via https://lorikeetink.com/lighthouse
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